
KICK-START THAT START-UP! Starting from THB 123,050

There is no going back — pandemic limitations have changed the way we meet forever. Today, a mix of in-person 
and remote participants click into the meetings, introducing new technical complexities to the virtual room. Fear 
not, Kimpton Maa-Lai Bangkok has rolled out inspiring Hybrid Meeting packages that provide you access to a 
wide range of high-tech equipment. Giant LED display wall to help you present your larger-than-life ideas, 
high-definition cameras to seamlessly stream your clear communication, a teleprompter so you ever miss a line, 
lightning speed internet and so much more. Level up your meetings today!

Start, grind and scale up in no time. In the fast-growing business of start-ups, you must take advantage of every 
single opportunity. Hop into our meeting rooms, where everything is prepared for you. Wow, your attendees with 
your presentation beaming behind you on the life-sized LED display wall. Not only do we have high-definition 
cameras and studio lighting on you, but we’ll also live-stream it with no-fail internet and record the entire
meeting for you. Lean on us, we’ve got your back.

LED display wall (5.5m x 3m)
Two sets of high-definition cameras
Live chroma-keying, editing and mixing
A preview monitor
A teleprompter
Four sets of wireless microphones
Studio lighting and studio audio
Usage of live-streaming software and meeting 
platform for up to 100 online attendees

Inspiring Hybrid Meetings

EQUIPMENT:



ENHANCE THE ULTIMATE! Starting from THB 255,300

Meet, engage and break barriers with the cutting edge hybrid meetings. Kimpton has designed the very best 
setup to facilitate virtual meetings. Here, you get to up your audio game with our wireless microphones and 
reliable live-streaming software. Next, you’ll impress your audience with your ideas on the five-meter-tall LED 
display wall. Not only will the high-definition cameras be on you, but of your attendees will be watching in realtime, glitch 
free! Let us give you a technology boost and elevate your presentation, pitchor meeting to the react level.

The listed packages only include the usage of equipment for a total of six hours of online meeting and pre-meeting 
services. However, the above prices exclude meeting packages and/or room rental, service charge and government 
VAT. Additional conditions and terms may apply.

LED display wall (5.5m x 3m)
Three sets of high-definition cameras
Live chroma-keying, editing and mixing
A preview monitor
A teleprompter
Four sets of wireless microphones
Studio lighting and studio audio
Usage of live-streaming software and meeting 
platform for up to 500 online attendees

Creative design for your meeting’s key visuals
A professional on-site production crew
Full recording of the final event
Complimentary pre-setup and testing services on-site on the day before your big meeting
Complimentary high-speed WIFI internet

EQUIPMENT:

Special online attendee management for registration,
email reminders and more.

SERVICES:

TERMS AND CONDITIONS:
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